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 A thorough fact find (hard & soft facts)

 Tax Tool: capital gains exemption

 Tax Tool: the tax-deferred rollover

 Product Tool:  life insurance



 Sale to third party

◦ Sell whole operation

◦ Liquidate/Auction off Assets

 Transfer of farm to next generation

◦ Children, Nieces, Nephews



 Financing

◦ External Financing

 Bank

◦ Vendor Take Back

 Proceeds received over time

 Lifetime Capital Gain Exemption



 Vendor Take-Back

◦ Risk proceeds not received in full

◦ You become the bank

◦ Farm has to remain profitable

◦ Capital Gain Reserve for unpaid amounts



 If in a Vendor Take Back situation, may be 
able to claim a capital gain reserve

 Does not apply on sale of depreciable assets

 Lessor of:

◦ a) outstanding proceeds x actual capital gain

Or

◦ b) 1/5 of actual gain x (4 minus the number of 
years since the property was sold)



 The possibilities are endless...

◦ Sale at FMV

◦ Sale at less than FMV

◦ Gift

◦ Estate Freeze



 If the farm is to be transferred at FMV, likely there 
will be:
◦ Recapture of previously claimed capital cost allowance 

taken on depreciable assets, recapture is 100% taxable

◦ Capital gains will result on assets which have accrued in 
value – 50% of which is taxable

 May be an opportunity to reduce/eliminate taxable 
capital gain with lifetime capital gain exemption

 Same tax results if sold to third party or to NAL 
(unless 84.1(1) applies – holdco utilized for buyout)



 Available on the following dispositions:

◦ Qualified Small Business Corporation Shares

◦ Qualified Fishing Property

◦ Qualified Farming Property



 Lifetime limits:

◦ $848,252 for 2018 (indexed annually) for QSBC

◦ $1,000,000 for Qualified Fishing and Farming 
Property – No Indexation

◦ Reduced by Cumulative Net Investment Losses as 
well as prior Allowable Business Investment Loss 
claims



 QFP includes:

◦ Real Property (i.e. Farmland) or a fishing vessel

◦ An interest in a family farm or fishing partnership 
of the individual

◦ A share of the capital stock of a family farm or 
fishing corporation of the individual

◦ Property included in Class 14.1 (i.e. Quota)



Property was used principally by any of the following:

 Individual taxpayer

 a spouse, common-law partner, child or parent of 
taxpayer

 a personal trust

 an individual beneficiary of a personal trust

 a family farm corporation or a family farm 
partnership, which is owned by any of the above

in the business of farming or fishing.  



Note that the “Usage Group” does not include:

 brother or sister

 nephew or niece

 uncle or aunt

 sharecropper or cash renter unless that 
person is taxpayer’s spouse, child or parent.



 Further tests:

 Will not have been considered to have used 
the property in a farming or fishing business 
carried on in Canada unless additional criteria 
are met!



 The combined & uninterrupted OWNERSHIP PERIOD: …
Throughout at least 24 months prior to disposition the 
property (or substituted prop.) was owned by (“Ownership 
Group”):                                                          

* Taxpayer  or

* Their spouse, common-law partner, child or parent or
* if a personal trust, the individual or the individuals’ spouse, 
common-law partner, child or parent from whom the trust 
acquired the property or
* a family farm partnership of which taxpayer or their spouse 
or common-law partner, is a partner or
* a personal trust from which taxpayer, their child or their 
parent acquired the property,   AND ...



 … in at least 2 years during this ownership period,

 gross revenue from the farming or fishing business of any 
person [“the operator”] (including a partnership or trust, but 
not a corporation) in the Ownership Group exceeded their 
income from all other sources, 

 and the property was used principally in a farming or fishing 
business in which an individual from the Usage Group was 
actively engaged on a regular and continuous basis.;

 OR

NOTES: It is possible to have a different person meet the gross revenue test 
and another person meet the actively engaged test



 … throughout at least 24 months during this 

ownership period the property was used 

principally in the business of farming or fishing 

by a family farm or fishing corporation or 

partnership (from “Usage Group”) during which 

any individual(s) of the “Usage Group” were 

actively engaged in a farming business on a 

regular and continuous basis.



 What does the term “actively engaged in a farming 
business on a regular and continuous basis” mean?

 CRA has the following commentary:

 Whether a person is "actively engaged on a regular and continuous basis" is a 
question of fact; however, it is considered that the requirement is met when 
the person is "actively engaged" in the management and/or day to day 
activities of the farming business. Ordinarily the person would be expected 
to contribute time, labour and attention to the business to a sufficient extent 
that such contributions would be determinant in the successful operation of 
the business. Whether an activity is engaged on a "regular and continuous 
basis" is also a question of fact but an activity that is infrequent or activities 
that are frequent but undertaken at irregular intervals would not meet the 
requirement.



 What does the term used principally mean?

 - An asset must be used more than 50% in the farming business 
carried on.  This test is on an asset by asset basis

 - While property held, used 50% of time in farming business

◦ parcel of land was rented out for a period of time to a third party 

 - 50% of the land itself used in farming business

◦ portion of the land is rocky, if that portion exceeds more than 50% of the property as 
a whole, the property potentially may not meet the used principally test. 



Alternative Eligibility   (not applicable to fishing):

 Property acquired by the current owner on or 
before June 17,1987 or on/after that date under an 
agreement in writing entered into before that date.

AND ...



The property was used principally in the business of 
farming by anyone in the “Usage Group” …

 in the year the property is disposed of by the 
individual owner,  OR

 in at least 5 years during which the property was 
owned by anyone (individual, partnership or 
corporation) in the “Usage Group”.  

NOTES: The 5 years do not have to be consecutive and the 5 years do not have 
to be within an uninterrupted (unbroken) ownership period.  



 If there is a rollover of farm property upon death to a 
surviving spouse, a new acquisition date is triggered.  This 
applies whether the rollover was at fair market value or at 
adjusted cost base – can affect if pre- June 1987 rules apply.

 If capital gains “election” was taken in 1994, the acquisition 
year has been changed to 1994.

 Farm land can qualify for the Capital Gains Exemption even if 
it is cash rented or crop shared immediately before 
disposition if the other conditions are satisfied.

 “Crow Rate Payments” received by the land owner (and not 
shared with a tenant) under the Western Grain Transition 
Payments Act in respect of farm land owned on February 
28,1995 (in Sask., Man., B.C. or Alberta) reduced the ACB.



 Client is 40 years old, personally holds 160 acres of 
farm land

 Client has never farmed the land

 Client inherited the land from his father in 2011, it is 
unknown as to whether Dad reported any gains on his 
final return

 Dad farmed the land from 1973 until 1998; from 1998 
until his death in 2011, the land was rented to the 
client’s cousin



 During the period from 1973 through to 1998 
when Dad was farming the land, his gross income 
from the land exceeded his other sources of 
income only from 1994 through to 1998, since at 
that time, he quit his job at Canada Post and 
worked on the farm full time

 Client wishes to sell the land to his cousin for FMV 
proceeds – will the client be able to claim his LCGE 
on this sale?



 Analysis:

 QFP of an individual is real property used in 
the course of carrying on a farming business 
in Canada by,

◦ ...A parent of the individual

 The client’s dad is a qualified user of the 
property



 In order to meet the definition of “used in the course of 
carrying on a farming business in Canada”:
◦ Property was owned throughout a period of at least 24 months

 Property was owned by the client since 2011 and before that by Dad 
from 1973 until 2011 – no break in “continuous ownership” between 
qualified owners

◦ In at least two years while the property was owned by a qualified owner:

◦ the gross revenue of the operator exceeded all other sources AND

 Dad had gross revenue from the farm exceeding other sources of 
income from 1994 through to 1998

◦ The land was used principally in a farming business AND

 The land was actively farmed from 1973 through to 1998 with no rental 
during this time, as such, it meets the “in at least two years” test

◦ The individual user of the land was actively engaged in the farming 
business on a regular and continuous basis

 Nothing to indicate otherwise, certainly from 1994 - 1998



 Based on the history provided regarding this parcel 
of land, it appears the client would be able to 
utilize their lifetime capital gain exemption since 
their father can meet the qualified user tests

 Also important to confirm if Dad triggered any 
gains on the property upon his death, may have a 
stepped up ACB for the client 

 If Dad transferred the land at his cost, client has a 

3 year holding period before LCGE can be claimed!



 Often parents wish to either transfer the farm to 
the next generation as a gift or for proceeds less 
than FMV

 Normally, transfers of property between NAL 
parties will still result in a disposition at FMV 
regardless whether a gift or less proceeds received

 However, there are special provisions that apply to 
farm/fishing families which allow for transfers to 
occur less than FMV without adverse tax 
consequences



 Assets available for rollover are: farm land; fishing vessel; 
buildings, machinery & equipment; shares in a family 
farm/fishing corp.; an interest in a family farm/fishing 
partnership; and a commercial farm woodlot.   

 If transfer is a gift or a bequest, depreciable assets rollover at 
depreciated value (UCC) and the other capital property 
mentioned above rolls over at adjusted cost base (ACB).  

 Farm/fishing inventory cannot transfer on a tax-deferred 
basis prior to death

 A tax-deferred rollover between siblings is not available.



 Child must be resident in Canada immediately before 
the gift (transfer) or death (bequest).       

 Child does not have to be active in farming.

 Deceased parent does not have to be resident in Canada 
before gift or death.

 If transfer occurs as a result of death , the transfer must 
occur “as a consequence of death” and must vest 
indefeasibly with the child prior to 36 month 
anniversary of the death of the parent



 Prior to the transfer or bequest, the farm/fishing 
property was used principally in the business of 
farming/fishing in which 

◦ the taxpayer or 
◦ the taxpayer’s spouse or common-law partner or
◦ the taxpayer’s child or
◦ the taxpayer’s parent 

was actively engaged on a regular and continuous 
basis



 Similar rules for the rollover of family 
farm/fishing corporation shares or for the 
rollover of an interest in family farm/fishing 
partnership

 More than 90% of the assets of the 
corporation or partnership have to have been 
used principally in a farming/fishing business 
carried on in Canada by a qualified user



 If there is no consideration (payment), the 
transfer occurs at adjusted cost base or 
undepreciated value (UCC) depending on 
the asset transferred.

 Transferring at cost shifts the tax burden to 
the child



 Transferring for no consideration can either be 
accomplishing a complete tax deferral or can be 
the result of wanting to gift the property to the 
child

 Is it possible to “gift” and still trigger unused 
lifetime capital gain exemption?  Yes!

◦ Consideration received would be in the form of a non-
interest bearing promissory note –child would forgo 
repayment

◦ Note is forgiven in the will of the parent
◦ Child gets stepped up ACB



 If there is consideration (cash payment, 
promissory note) then the Income Tax Act allows 
the parent and child to select the proceeds 
receivable upon the transfer to be any amount 
between fair market value and  

(a) undepreciated capital cost for depreciable assets 

(b) adjusted cost base for land, shares, partnership 
interest.

 Transferring at an amount greater than cost will 
trigger a gain, as such, if the property is QFP, the 
LCGE may be used to reduce/eliminate the gain



 Important to remember, the parent can control the 
gain triggered, as such, typically trigger up to 
remaining LCGE

 If property transferred for an amount greater than 
cost, the parent must receive compensation equal 
to those proceeds

 If proceeds are not required in full, a promissory 
note should be utilized, any unpaid amounts 
should be forgiven in the will – otherwise, ACB 
issues!!



 If the transfer will be done for consideration 
that will in fact be payable by the child, 
consider the following:

◦ File an encumbrance against the land

◦ Include acceleration clause requiring payment of 
balance if the child sells the property

◦ May be able to protect parent against division of 
property in the event of child’s divorce. Seek legal 
counsel. 



◦ If a parent transfers farm/fishing property to a 
child for proceeds of disposition less than fair 
market

◦ if the child disposes of the property within 3 
years and makes use of their LCGE as result of 
disposition of the property, 

◦ the parent may be reassessed for proceeds of 
disposition equal to fair market value!                 



 Previous slides highly technical

 Understand the options available

 Undertake a solid fact find on history

 Put client in contact with knowledgeable 
accountant to help navigate these complex 
but very useful tax provisions



 External Financing
◦ Is the child able to obtain external financing to buy 

parent(s) out?

◦ Is the farm profitable enough to support child’s 
lifestyle needs and financing costs?

 Internal Financing
◦ Estate Freeze

 Redemption of Mom and Dad’s shares over time to 
provide an income for retirement

 Child(ren) inherit any remaining shares at cost upon 
death of last to die parent

 Can farm support multiple families?



 Live off farm
◦ If parents have to purchase a dwelling off farm, are 

they able to secure the financing required – either 
through bank or through farm resources (does farm 
have sufficient resources?  They may have shares 
but does the farm have the liquid cash on hand to 
redeem the shares?)

 Non-farm savings
◦ Often our farm parents do not have assets outside 

of the farm

◦ Must rely on access to farm resources

 Estate freeze may be good option to maintain access



 When to succeed?
◦ This can often be the more difficult question

 During lifetime?
◦ If so, what does that look like?

◦ Continued share common share ownership?

◦ Gradual transfer of common shares?

◦ Implement an Estate freeze to at least capture past value?

◦ Ensure access to farm resources remain if minimal non-
farm assets

 After Death?
◦ Does the child have to wait for the parent to die to 

participate in the family business?

 Prince Charles!!



 Fair vs. Equal
◦ This means something different for every family

◦ If farm child has significantly contributed to the success of 
the farm, fair may mean more value attributes to them 
upon the death/during lifetime 

◦ Other parents value equal above all else, if there are 
insufficient non-farm assets, transferring farm assets to 
non-farm children can mean difficult situations for the farm 
child

 Farmland transferred to non-farm children, look at first 
right of refusal option, lengthy lease agreements to 
protect farm child



 Estate Equalization
◦ What non-farm assets do we have available to even out 

estate?

 Reviewing the clients’ non-farm assets can help determine what 
potentially will be available for non-farm inheritance

 Model expected estate assets

 Working with clients early on to generate non-farm assets 
makes the process easier

◦ Can insurance help?

 Insurance can provide liquidity to the estate to fund an 
inheritance for non-farm children

 The amount again stems from the concept of fair vs. equal

 If farm is succeeded during lifetime, non-farm kids may be 
unhappy about waiting until parents’ demise for their “share”



 July 2017 saw potential proposals which 
would have significantly impacted planning 
for farm and fishing businesses

 Limit ability to claim lifetime capital gains exemption

 Limit planning to convert regular income to capital gains

 Limit income sprinkling

 Limit passive investing in a corporation



 Proposed measures included:
◦ No ability for minors to claim the LCGE

◦ No ability to claim the LCGE on value which accrued while 
the taxpayer was a minor

◦ No ability to claim the LCGE on value which accrued while 
the property was held by a trust (exemptions for spousal 
and alter ego trusts)

◦ No ability to claim the LCGE if the capital gain is split 
income

 ABANDONED ON OCTOBER 16, 2017!!!



 By-passes traditional methods of extracting 
corporate value from a corporation:  dividends 
and salaries

 In general, a shareholder, by undergoing 
several steps, could extract corporate value 
and personally pay tax on that value at capital 
gains rates

 Abandoned October 19, 2017 – but likely will 
return in a revised way…



 Different versions announced

 Aimed at shutting down income splitting 
strategies with adult family members

 Current version gives leeway if family 
member involved in business in some fashion

 Effective January 1, 2018



 In the end, the legislation connects passive 
income earned to access to the small 
business limit

 For every dollar of passive income earned 
over a $50,000 threshold, $5 of the SBD is 
lost!

 Meant to encourage reinvestment in business 
assets, not passive corporate investment



 Clients engaging in income splitting strategies 
with spouse and/or adult children need to 
consult with accountant as to whether the TOSI 
applies

 Passive income rules only affects incorporated 
entities
◦ Impact results in lost small business deduction 

limit, therefore, corporate tax goes up

◦ Look for ways to tax effectively withdraw cash

◦ Excess cash never good for an entity which may be 
QFP or eligible for rollover!



Questions?


